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Abstract—Researchers often use segment-based proxy caching
strategies to deliver streaming media by partially caching media
objects. The existing strategies mainly consider increasing the
byte hit ratio and/or reducing the client perceived startup latency
(denoted by the metric delayed startup ratio). However, these
efforts do not guarantee continuous media delivery because the
to-be-viewed object segments may not be cached in the proxy
when they are demanded. The potential consequence is playback
jitter at the client side due to proxy delay in fetching the uncached
segments, which we call proxy jitter. Thus, for the best interests of
clients, a correct model for streaming proxy system design should
aim to minimize proxy jitter subject to reducing the delayed
startup ratio and increasing the byte hit ratio. However, we have
observed two major pairs of conflicting interests inherent in this
model: (1) one between improving the byte hit ratio and reducing
proxy jitter, and (2) the other between improving the byte hit
ratio and reducing the delayed startup ratio. In this study, we first
propose and analyze prefetching methods for in-time prefetching
of uncached segments, which provides insights into the first pair
of conflicting interests. Second, to address the second pair of
the conflicting interests, we build a general model to analyze
the performance tradeoff between the second pair of conflicting
performance objectives. Finally, considering our main objective
of minimizing proxy jitter and optimizing the two tradeoffs,
we propose a new streaming proxy system called Hyper Proxy.
Synthetic and real workloads are used to evaluate our system. The
performance results show that Hyper Proxy generates minimum
proxy jitter with a low delayed startup ratio and a small decrease
of byte hit ratio compared with existing schemes.

Index Terms—Content distribution, proxy caching, streaming
media, system design.

I. INTRODUCTION

PROXY caching has been widely used to cache static objects
(text/images) on the Internet so that subsequent requests to

the same objects can be served directly from the proxy without
contacting the server. However, the proliferation of multimedia
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content makes caching challenging (e.g., [1]–[8]) due to the typ-
ical large sizes and the low-latency and continuous streaming
demands of media objects.

To solve the problems caused by large-sized media objects,
researchers have developed a number of segment-based proxy
caching strategies (e.g., [7], [9]–[13]) that cache partial seg-
ments of media objects instead of entire media objects. The ex-
isting segment-based proxy caching strategies can be classified
into the following two types based on their performance ob-
jectives. The first type focuses on reducing the client perceived
startup latency (denoted by the delayed startup ratio) by always
giving a higher priority to caching the beginning segments of
media objects based on the observation [14], [15] that clients
tend to watch the beginning portions. The second type aims
at reducing network traffic and server workload by improving
proxy caching efficiency, namely the byte hit ratio (see Section
II for more details).

However, these segment-based proxy caching strategies
cannot automatically ensure continuous streaming delivery to
the client. In a segment-based proxy caching system, since only
partial segments of objects are cached in the proxy, it is im-
portant for the proxy to fetch and relay the uncached segments
in time whenever necessary. A delayed fetch of the uncached
segments, which we call proxy jitter, causes the discontinuous
delivery of media content. Proxy jitter aggregates onto the
playback jitter at the client side. Once a playback starts, jitter is
not only annoying but can also potentially drive the user away
from accessing the content. Thus, for the best interest of clients,
the highest priority must be given to minimize proxy jitter, and
a correct model for media proxy cache design should aim to
minimize proxy jitter subject to reducing the delayed startup
ratio and increasing the byte hit ratio.

To reduce proxy jitter, one key is to develop prefetching
schemes that can prefetch uncached segments in a timely
manner. Some early work has studied the prefetching of multi-
media objects (e.g., [10], [11], [16], [17]). Unfortunately, little
prefetching work has been found to efficiently solve the proxy
jitter problem in the context of segment-based proxy caching.

Improving the byte hit ratio increases proxy caching ef-
ficiency, while reducing proxy jitter provides clients with a
continuous streaming service. Unfortunately, these two ob-
jectives conflict with each other. Furthermore, we have also
observed that improving the byte hit ratio conflicts with re-
ducing the delayed startup ratio [9]. These three conflicting
objectives form two pairs of tradeoffs that complicate the
design model. No previous work has been found to address the
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balancing of these tradeoffs, which are uniquely important to
streaming media proxy systems.

In this study, we first propose an active prefetching method for
the in-time prefetching of uncached segments, which not only
gives an effective solution to address the proxy jitter problem,
but also provides insights into the tradeoff between improving
the byte hit ratio and reducing proxy jitter. Second, to effec-
tively address the conflicting interests between reducing startup
latency and improving byte hit ratio, we build a general model
to analyze the performance tradeoff between the second pair
of conflicting performance objectives and find an effective ap-
proach to balance them. Finally, considering our main objective
of minimizing proxy jitter and balancing the two tradeoffs, we
propose a new streaming proxy system called Hyper Proxy [18].
Synthetic and real workloads are used to systematically eval-
uate the system. The performance results show that the Hyper
Proxy system generates minimum proxy jitter with a low de-
layed startup ratio and a small decrease of byte hit ratio com-
pared with existing schemes.

The paper is organized as follows. Some related work is in-
troduced in Section II. We propose active prefetching and pro-
vide insights into proxy jitter in Section III. The second pair of
conflicting interests is addressed in Section IV. The modeling
and analysis results are summarized in Section V to motivate
the Hyper Proxy system design in Section VI. We evaluate it in
Section VII and we make concluding remarks in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

Recently, proxy caching of streaming media has been ex-
plored in a number of settings. Researchers have observed that
most clients tend to watch the initial portions of media ob-
jects, and make fewer accesses to later portions [14], [15].
Segment-based proxy caching strategies have been developed
based on this observation. Segment-based caching strategies
cache media objects in segments instead of in full. Among
these schemes, prefix caching [7] was proposed earlier to seg-
ment the media object as a prefix segment and a suffix segment.
Protocol consideration as well as partial sequence caching are
studied in [2], [19]. More recently, two types of segmentation
strategies had been developed according to how the object is
divided. The first uses uniform sized segments. For example,
Rejaie et al. [10] consider the caching of fixed sized segments
of layer-encoded video objects. Adaptive-lazy segmentation
strategies are studied in [9], [20], in which each object is seg-
mented as late as possible with a uniform segment length that
is determined according to the client access pattern. A uniform
segment length is used for each object, while different objects
may have a different segment length. The second type uses ex-
ponentially sized segments. In this strategy, media objects are
segmented such that the size of a segment doubles that of its
preceding one [12]. The intuition behind this strategy is that
later segments of media objects are less likely to be accessed
than earlier segments. From the perspective of optimization
goals, these strategies emphasize either reducing the startup
latency perceived by clients [7], [21], or improving caching
efficiency [9], [10], [12], [13].

In video staging [8], a portion of bits from the video frames
whose size is larger than a predetermined threshold is cut off and

prefetched to the proxy to reduce the bandwidth on the server
proxy channel. In [6], [10], and [11], a similar idea is proposed
for caching scalable video in co-operation with the congestion
control mechanism. The prefetching of uncached layered video
is done by always maintaining a prefetching window of the
cached stream, and identifying and prefetching all the missing
data within the prefetching window with a fixed time period
ahead of their playback time. In [17], the proactive prefetch uti-
lizes any partially fetched data due to the aborted connections to
improve network bandwidth utilization. In [16], prefetching is
used to prefetch a certain amount of data so that caching is fea-
sible. In [22], the proposed approach attempts to select groups of
consecutive frames with a selective caching algorithm, while in
[4], the algorithm may select groups of nonconsecutive frames
for caching in the proxy. The caching problem for layered en-
coded video is studied in [3]. Cache replacement of streaming
media is studied in [5], [23].

III. PREFETCHING AND INSIGHTS INTO PROXY JITTER

Prefetching schemes can reduce proxy jitter by fetching
uncached segments before they are accessed. However, an
efficient prefetching method should consider the following two
conflicting interests in the proxy. On the one hand, proxy jitter
occurs if the prefetching of uncached segments is delayed.
To avoid jitter, the proxy should prefetch uncached segments
as early as possible. But aggressive prefetching of uncached
segments requires extra network traffic and storage space to
temporarily store the prefetched data. Even worse, the client
session may terminate before the prefetched segments are
accessed. This observation indicates that the proxy should
prefetch uncached segments as late as possible. This contradic-
tion requires that the proxy accurately decides when to prefetch
which uncached segment in a way that minimizes proxy jitter
and resource usage (network and storage). In this section, we
propose an active prefetching method, which jointly consider
both objectives. Our subsequent analysis provides insights
into the conflicting interests between reducing proxy jitter and
improving the byte hit ratio.

A. Active Prefetching

The objective of our active prefetching method is to determine
when to prefetch which uncached segment so that the proxy
jitter is minimized with the minimum amount of resource re-
quirement. The following assumptions are made in our analysis.

• The object has been segmented and is accessed sequen-
tially;

• The bandwidth of the proxy-client link is large enough
for the proxy to stream the content to the client smoothly;
and

• Each segment of the object can be fetched from the
server (either the origin or a cooperative one) in a unicast
channel.

Since the prefetching is per segment based, several related
notations used in the discussion are listed in Table I.

Note that each media object has its inherent encoding rate,
which is the playback rate. The rate is not a constant in variable
bit rate video, but we use to denote its average value.
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TABLE I
NOTATIONS FOR ACTIVE PREFETCHING

may vary dynamically when different segments are accessed.
The proxy monitors by keeping records of data transmission
rate of the most recent prior session with the same server. The
transmission rate is calculated by dividing the amount of trans-
ferred data by the transfer duration.

For a requested media object, assume there are segments
cached in the proxy. The goal is to determine when to schedule
the prefetching of segment so that proxy jitter is avoided.
We denote the scheduling point as .

Note that prefetching is not necessary when , so the
following discussion is based on . At position , the
length of the to-be-delivered data from the cache is .
To avoid proxy jitter, the time that the proxy takes to prefetch

must not exceed the time that the proxy takes to delivery
the rest of the cached data plus the fetched data. That is, the
following condition must be satisfied to avoid proxy jitter:

Therefore, the latest prefetching scheduling point to avoid proxy
jitter is

(1)

Referring back to our objectives, when is selected as the
prefetching scheduling point, the buffer size required for the
prefetched data reaches a minimum:

(2)

We now discuss the active prefetching method for two
typical segment-based caching schemes by first determining
the prefetching scheduling point and then discussing the
prefetching scheme and resource requirements.

1) Active prefetching for uniformly segmented object: For
the uniformly segmented object, , based on (1), we
have the latest scheduling points as

(3)

Equation (3) states that if , the in-time
prefetching of is possible with the minimum required
buffer size of

(4)

However, (3) also indicates that if , the
in-time prefetching of is not possible. Therefore, when

and the segments between th and
th are demanded, the proxy jitter is inevitable. To

minimize future proxy jitter under this situation, the proxy needs
to prefetch the th segment instead of the
segment.

For uniformly segmented objects, the active prefetching
works as follows.

• : No segment is cached. The proxy jitter (in
this case, startup delay) is inevitable. To avoid future
proxy jitter, the prefetching of the seg-
ment is necessary. The minimum buffer size required is

.
• and : The proxy starts to

prefetch the th segment once the client starts
to access the object. If the segment between th and

th are demanded, they are fetched on de-
mand, and the proxy jitter is inevitable. The minimum
buffer size required is .

• and : The prefetching of
is scheduled when the streaming reaches the position of

of the first cached segments. The
proxy jitter can be completely eliminated in this case, and
the minimum buffer size required is .

2) Active prefetching for exponentially segmented ob-
ject: Through similar analysis, the active prefetching for
exponentially segmented objects works as follows. Here, we
assume . When , no prefetching of the
uncached segments can occur in time for the exponentially
segmented objects.

• : No segment is cached. Thus, proxy
jitter (in this case, startup delay) is inevitable. To
avoid future proxy jitter, the prefetching of the

th segment is necessary
once the client starts to access the object. The minimum
buffer size required is .

• and : The proxy
starts to prefetch the th
segment once the client starts to access this
object. The proxy jitter is inevitable when the
client accesses data of the th segment to
the th segment.
The minimum buffer size is , where

.
• and : The prefetching

of the th segment starts when the client accesses to
the portion of the first

cached segment. The minimum buffer size is
and increases exponentially for later segments.

Our proposed active prefetching method gives the optimal
prefetching scheduling point whenever possible with the min-
imum resource usage. However, under certain conditions the
prefetching of uncached segments may still be delayed as our
analysis showed, for both the uniformly and exponentially seg-
mented objects. Furthermore, the analysis also finds that the
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Fig. 1. Tradeoff between proxy jitter and byte hit ratio.

uniformly segmented object has advantages over the exponen-
tially segmented object: it offers enhanced capability for in-time
prefetching and the in-time prefetching can always begin in a
later stage.

B. Segment-Based Proxy Caching and Proxy Jitter Free
Strategies

The previous section shows that active prefetching can not
always guarantee continuous media delivery, which is one of the
most important objectives for the streaming delivery. However,
for any caching strategy, if there are always enough segments
being cached in the proxy, prefetching of the uncached segments
can always occur in time. To evaluate this situation, we define
prefetching length as follows:

• prefetching length: the minimum length of data that must
be cached in the proxy in order to guarantee continuous
delivery when . We denote as the number
of segments with the aggregated length equal to the
prefetching length.

In-time prefetching must guarantee, in the worst case, that the
prefetching of the rest of the segments is completed before the
delivery of the whole object, that is

(5)

This indicates that the following condition must be satisfied to
guarantee in-time prefetching:

(6)

• For the uniformly segmented object, since is the base
segment length, the minimum to satisfy the above con-
dition is

(7)

• For the exponentially segmented objects,1, since
, the minimum to satisfy the condition is

(8)

1To be consistent with the uniform segmentation case, the segments are
counted from 1 instead of 0 as in [12].

C. Tradeoff Between Low Proxy Jitter and High Byte Hit Ratio

We have calculated the minimum number of segments that
must always be cached in the proxy to guarantee continuous
delivery of the streaming media object. Thus we can estimate
how much cache space we need to guarantee proxy-jitter-free
delivery. However, in practice, we always have limited cache
space and can not cache all these segments for each object.

In an actual segment-based proxy caching system, popular
objects are always cached to reduce network traffic and server
load. If an object is popular enough, all its segments can be
cached in the proxy, possibly larger than its prefetching length.
In Fig. 1(a), object 1 is in such a situation. If an object is not
popular enough, some segments may get evicted and only a
few of its segments are cached. The aggregated length of these
segments may be less than its prefetching length, which causes
proxy jitter when the uncached segments are demanded by the
client. In Fig. 1(a), object 3 is in such a situation. Given a higher
priority in reducing the proxy jitter, the proxy can choose to evict
some segments of the object whose cached data length is larger
than its prefetching length. The released cache space can be used
to cache more segments of the object whose cached data length
is less than its prefetching length so that the prefetching of its
uncached segment can always be in time. In Fig. 1(b), we look
for room from object 2 and then from object 1 since the spare
cache space collected from object 2 is not enough. It is possible
that segments of popular objects are evicted, which may reduce
the byte hit ratio. However, since there are more objects with
enough segments cached to avoid delayed prefetching, overall
proxy jitter is reduced. From this example, we can see that the
byte hit ratio can be traded for less proxy jitter.

IV. BYTE HIT RATIO VERSUS DELAYED STARTUP RATIO

From previous study [9], we have observed that segment-
based proxy caching strategies, typically the lazy-adaptive seg-
mentation and exponential segmentation, always perform well
in the byte hit ratio, but perform not so well in the delayed
startup ratio, or vice versa. We present some details of our obser-
vation first. This observation leads us to conjecture that there are
some conflicting interests between the objectives of improving
the byte hit ratio and reducing the delayed startup ratio. We must
understand these insights before we can design a correct system
according to our design model.
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TABLE II
WORKLOAD SUMMARY

In this section, we formalize the problem and mathematically
analyze this tradeoff after we review some performance results.
An analytical model is built to analyze the two representatives:
exponential segmentation and adaptive-lazy segmentation for
the ideal situation where the replacement policy always finds the
victim with the least utility value for being replaced. Thus the
effect of other factors can be excluded so that we can understand
the performance insights.

A. Representative Comparison Results

In the previous study, experiments have been conducted based
on several workloads, including both synthetic workloads and
a real workload extracted from enterprise media server logs.
Two synthetic workloads assume a Zipf-like distribution

with a skew factor for the popularity
of the media objects and request inter arrival follows the Poisson
distribution with a mean interval

.
The first synthetic workload, named WEB, simulates ac-

cesses to media object in the Web environment in which the
length of the video varies from short ones to longer ones. The
second simulates the Web accesses where clients accesses to
objects are incomplete, that is, a started session terminates be-
fore the full media object is delivered. It simulates this behavior
by designing a partial viewing workload based on the WEB
workload, and thus called PART. In this workload, 80% of the
sessions terminate before 20% of the object is delivered.

For the real workload named as REAL, it is extracted from
server logs of HP Corporate Media Solutions, covering the pe-
riod from April 1 through April 10, 2001. There is a total of 403
objects, and the unique object size accounts to 20 GB. There is
a total of 9000 requests during this period. Table II lists some
characteristics of these workloads.

By using a complete viewing workload WEB, when the cache
size is 10%, 20%, and 30% of the total object size, the byte hit
ratios achieved by the lazy segmentation and the exponential
segmentation are about 50% and 13%, 67%, and 29%, 75%,
and 39%, respectively (Note that in the following context, we
always use lazy segmentation and exponential segmentation to
represent their corresponding strategies.). The performance gap
is more than 30% in average. At the same time, the delayed start
request ratios achieved by the two strategies are about 44% and
12%, 34%, and 3%, 29%, and 2%, respectively. The gap is also
about 30%.

Using a partial viewing workload PART, when the cache size
is 10%, 20% and 30% of the total object size, the byte hit ratio
achieved by the lazy segmentation is 28, 42, and 7 percentage
points, respectively, more than those of the exponential segmen-
tation. At the same time, the delayed start request ratio achieved
by the lazy segmentation is 34, 24, and 13, percentage points,

TABLE III
NOTATIONS FOR ANALYSIS

respectively, more than those of the exponential segmentation.
Similar trends are for another workload REAL.

B. Analytical Model

To formalize the problem, we assume the following.

1) The popularity of the objects follows a Zipf-like distri-
bution, which models the probability set , where

is the total number of
objects) and , where and is the skew
factor.

2) The request arrival interval process follows Poisson dis-
tribution with a mean arrival rate . The request arrival in-
terval process to each individual object is independently
sampled from the aggregate arrival interval process based
on probability set , where .

3) The clients view the requested objects completely.
This is to simplify the analysis and does not affect the
conclusion.

These assumptions indicate that the mean arrival rate for each
object is

(9)

To evaluate the delayed startup ratio, we define the following
notation:

• startup length: the length of the beginning part of an ob-
ject. If this portion of the object is cached, no startup
delay is perceived by clients when the object is accessed.
We use to denote the percentage of the startup length
with respect to the full object length2.

All notations used in the discussion are listed in Table III.
Consider the ideal case that the cache space is always allo-

cated to cache the most popular objects. If we sort the objects

2Note that instead of caching the first � percent, caching a constant length of
the prefix segment for each object leads to the same results.
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according to their decreasing popularities, the ideal case indi-
cates that is used to cache the segments (within startup
length) of the first most popular objects. Thus, ideally, for
exponential segmentation, assuming the can cache the
first objects’ prefix segments, must satisfy the following
condition:minu36pt

and (10)

Ideally, assuming the rest of the cache size can cache
the first object’s remaining segments, must satisfy the fol-
lowing condition:

and

(11)

For lazy segmentation, no cache space is allocated separately
to cache the initial segments of the object, thus, ideally, as-
suming the whole cache could be used to cache the first ob-
jects according to the popularity, must satisfy the following
condition:

and (12)

To this end, we express the delayed start request ratios for ex-
ponential segmentation and lazy segmentation, as follows:

(13)

and

(14)

respectively.
Without considering the misses when the object is accessed

for the first time, their corresponding byte hit ratios are

(15)

and

(16)

respectively (based on that ).

C. Performance Objective Analysis

In order to find the reasons for the unbalanced performance
results as we observed, we analyze the performance objectives
one by one based on the model we have built.

1) Delayed Start Request Ratio: Equations (13) and (14) in-
dicate that the relationship between and determines which
technique performs better in terms of the delayed start request
ratio.

Based on (10) and (12), by comparing

and

we can get that if , it will lead to . Through (13)
and (14), means that the exponential segmentation has a
better (less) delayed start request ratio. Otherwise, , and
lazy segmentation will perform better.

Exponential segmentation always caches beginning segments
of all objects, which leads to . Thus, in terms of the delayed
start request ratio, exponential segmentation normally performs
better than lazy segmentation.

2) Byte Hit Ratio: Based on (15) and (16), we can see the
relationships among , and are deterministic to the byte hit
ratio, while their relationships are decided by , and .

We now provide a thorough evaluation of all possible situa-
tions as follows.

• :
Equation (15) can be written as

(17)

Compared with (16), the problem once again comes to
the relationship of and . If , then exponential
segmentation performs better. If , lazy segmenta-
tion performs better.
When , there are or objects cached by the ex-
ponential segmentation totally. Thus, we can get .
Thus, lazy segmentation will perform the same as expo-
nential segmentation in terms of the byte hit ratio.

• :
Equation (15) can be written as

(18)

Equation (16) can be written as

(19)

Thus, we must compare
and . If

, lazy segmentation performs better. Oth-
erwise, exponential segmentation performs better.
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When , there are objects fully cached for expo-
nential segmentation. Thus, for lazy segmentation, there
are more objects fully cached and we can get that .
Therefore, we further analyze the case when and

as follows.
Since

(20)

and

(21)

we must compare and
.

From (10)–(12), we have

(22)

where denotes the average value of to ,
denotes the average value of to , and denotes
the average value of to .

Assume objects are of equal length, then
. Note that this assumption simpli-

fies the condition. Thus

Since , we get

(23)

and

(24)

Based on (23) and (24), it is clear that exponential seg-
mentation performs worse in byte hit ratio when .
This confirms the performance comparisons in Section
VII.

• :
Equation (15) can be written as

(25)

Equation (16) can be written as:

(26)

Thus, we must compare
and (Note that if

is defined as ).
If , exponential
segmentation performs worse. Otherwise, lazy segmen-
tation performs worse.
When , there are only objects that are fully
cached for exponential segmentation, so it must be

. Thus, the further analysis will be done when
and as follows.

Since

(27)

and

(28)

it comes to compare and
.

Since , with the same assumption as before
that objects are of same length, it is easy to get

(29)

and

(30)

Based on (29) and (30), we can get that when ,
lazy segmentation performs worse in terms of byte hit
ratio under these assumptions. However, leads
to , recall the analysis conclusion in IV-C1, when

, lazy segmentation will perform better in terms
of the delayed start request ratio. This shows that there
is always a tradeoff between the byte hit ratio and the
delayed startup ratio. In reality, exponential segmentation
always caches all objects’ beginning segments, thus,

is always true.
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The results of the above analysis show that the performance
of segment-based caching strategies is always a tradeoff be-
tween the byte hit ratio and the delayed start request ratio. They
are affected by the relationships of , which are determined
by , and . For the lazy segmentation strategy, in the
sense that we do not reserve a part of the cache space for caching
the beginning segments of objects, ; however, if counting
the cache space used for caching the beginning segments of ob-
jects, a dynamically changing nonzero is used. For the prefix
caching, is set to 100%. Based on the analysis results, if
is decreased, the achieved byte hit ratio is reduced. However,
the decrease of leads to decrease of , which results in a re-
duced delayed start request ratio. This seems to indicate that we
can use the byte hit ratio to trade for delayed start request ratio.
Whether this is true or not is critical to if we can find out an
effective way to balance these two performance objectives. We
will answer these questions heuristically after we derive the per-
formance bounds for each performance objective.

D. Performance Bound Analysis

We have learned that these two performance objectives are
always a tradeoff between each other. However, how much per-
formance can be optimized is not answered yet. In this section,
we will give performance bounds based on the model so that
they can guide the performance optimization under certain con-
ditions as our assumptions state. We also assume the objects are
of equal length as before. That is, .

1) Delayed Start Request Ratio: For the exponential seg-
mentation strategy, substituting (9) in (13), we get

(31)

Carefully using the series theory and integration on (31):

•

and

Having , we have

(32)

and

(33)

For (32) and (33), the larger the value of , the smaller
the values of and , and the smaller
the value of , the larger the values of and

.

•

and

Having , we have

(34)

and

(35)

is an increasing function when , and
a nonincreasing function when . Thus, the larger
the value of , the smaller the values of and

, and the smaller the value of , the larger the
values of and .

For the lazy segmentation strategy, substituting (9) in (14),
we get

(36)

Carefully using the series theory and integration on (36):

•

(37)

and

(38)

•

(39)

and

(40)

Equations (32) and (34) and (37) and (39) give the upper
bounds for the exponential segmentation and the lazy segmen-
tation strategies, respectively, with different conditions. Equa-
tions (33) and (35) and (38) and (40) give lower bounds for them
in the ideal situation.
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Fig. 2. Byte hit ratio versus delayed startup ratio.

2) Byte Hit Ratio: For exponential segmentation, based on
(15), substituting the from (9), we get

(41)

Carefully using the series theory and integration on (41):

•

(42)

and

(43)

•

(44)

and

(45)

For lazy segmentation, based on (16), substituting the from
(9), we get

(46)

Carefully using the series theory and integration on (46):

•

(47)

and

(48)

•

(49)

and

(50)

Equations (42), (44) (47), and (49) give the upper bounds
for the exponential segmentation and the lazy segmentation
strategies, respectively, with different values. Equations (43),
(45)(48), and (50) give the lower bounds for the ideal situation.

It is important to note that these upper and lower bounds are
based on the model we built for ideal situations. Thus, the upper
bounds we found here are valid upper bounds for general situa-
tions, while the lower bounds are only valid for ideal situations.

E. Analytical Results

To give an intuition into the dynamic nature of the two perfor-
mance objectives, Fig. 2 gives some examples based on (34) and
(44). Here, in all three figures, we assume a cache size 20% of
the total object size. This is because that existing experimental
studies show that a cache size of 8%–16% is sufficient to achieve
very good cache efficiency [24]. Furthermore, and are set
as 0.47 and 5%, respectively. For media objects, the popularity
study in current research [14], [15] shows a value of 0.47 for
the Zipf-like distribution and is improving. A value of 0.73 is
the typical results for Web content [25]. In this figures, is set
as 2000 object units.

Fig. 2(a) shows when the number of objects is 10 000. As
shown in the figure, the decrease of the byte hit ratio is much
slower than the decrease of the delayed startup ratio when
increases. Therefore, we can use a small decrease of byte hit
ratio to trade for a significantly large reduction in the delayed
startup ratio. The trend is clearer in Fig. 2(b), where the number
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of objects is doubled. With the potentially more and more pop-
ular media objects, Fig. 2(c) shows the result when is 0.73.
As shown in the figure, the relative decreasing speed of the byte
hit ratio and delayed startup ratio suggests that trading cache
performance for improving client perceived startup latency is
possible and beneficial.

Mathematically, the partial derivative of with respec-
tive to yields which denotes the change of the de-
layed startup ratio. The partial derivative of with respec-
tive to yields which denotes the change of the byte hit
ratio. Therefore, we have

(51)

It can be shown that is always greater than 1
when and are less than 50%.

The above analysis provides us with a solid basis to restruc-
ture the adaptive-lazy segmentation strategy in [9] by giving a
higher priority to caching the startup length of objects in the
replacement policy. The objective is to effectively address the
conflicting interests between improving the byte hit ratio and
reducing the delayed startup ratio for the best quality of media
delivery. The analysis leads to the following improved replace-
ment policy design.

F. Improved Adaptive-Lazy Segmentation Strategy

In order to significantly reduce the startup latency with a
small decrease of the byte hit ratio as suggested by our pre-
vious analysis result, a three-phase iterative replacement policy
is re-designed as follows.

Based on a utility function defined similarly as in [9], upon an
object admission, if there is not enough cache space, the proxy
selects the object with the smallest utility value at that time as the
victim, and the segment of this object is evicted in one of the two
phases as follows. 1) First Phase: If the object is fully cached,
the object is segmented by the lazy segmentation method [9].
The first two segments are kept and the remaining segments
are evicted right after the segmentation is completed. 2) Second
Phase: If the object is partially cached with more than 1 seg-
ment, the last cached segment of this object is evicted. 3) Third
Phase: If the victim has only the first segment and is to-be-re-
placed, then its startup length and the base segment length, ,
is compared. If its startup length is less than the base segment
length, the startup length is kept and the rest is replaced. Other-
wise, it will be totally replaced. The utility value of the object
is updated after each replacement and this process repeats itera-
tively until the required space is found. This restructured adap-
tive and lazy segmentation strategy has shown its effectiveness
in [20] by well balancing the two performance objectives.

V. PRINCIPLE TO DESIGN SEGMENT-BASED

STREAMING MEDIA PROXY

In Sections III and IV, we have analyzed the two pairs of
conflicting performance objectives in designing segment-based

TABLE IV
HYPER PROXY DATA STRUCTURE

streaming media proxy. The results show that to comprehen-
sively consider the client performance and proxy caching effi-
ciency, some less popular segments should be cached to mini-
mize the proxy jitter. On the other hand, to reduce the client per-
ceived startup latency, it is possible to slightly reduce the byte
hit ratio to trade for a larger reduction of the client startup ratio.
Having the answers to balance the two pairs of conflicting per-
formance objectives in the previous sections, we can design a
high quality media streaming proxy system.

Compared with the traditional Web caching studies, where
the goal is always to improve the cache performance, thus re-
ducing the network traffic and client response time, the caching
of Internet media objects cannot simply follow such a principle.
Our study indicates that the standard objective of improving
the byte hit ratio commonly used in proxy caching is not suit-
able to streaming media delivery and this study provides an ini-
tial exploration on how to improve the Internet media delivery
systems.

VI. HYPER PROXY SYSTEM

In this section, we design a system, called Hyper Proxy, fol-
lowing our design model. The design consists of four compo-
nents, which cooperate to implement the balance between the
two pair of conflicting performance objectives. In our design,
for any media object accessed through the proxy, a data struc-
ture containing the following items in Table IV is created and
maintained. This data structure is called the access log of the
object.

For each object, the is calculated after the segmentation
(see Section VI-C). It is equal to max(startup length, prefetching
length, ) and its value varies due to the dynamic nature of
and . In the system, two object lists (premium list and basic
list) are maintained. The basic list contains all the objects whose
length of cached segments is larger than its while the pre-
mium list contains all the objects whose cached data length is
equal to or less than its . is the flag used to indicate
the priority of new segment admission. Items and can be
derived from the items above. They are used as measurements of
access activities to each object. At time instance , the access
frequency is , and the average access duration

is . When an object is accessed for the first time,
it is fully cached and linked to the basic list according to the ad-
mission policy. A fully cached object is kept in the cache until
it is chosen as an eviction victim according to the replacement
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policy. At that time, the object is segmented and some of its seg-
ments are evicted. The object is also transferred to the premium
list. Once the object is accessed again, the proxy uses the active
prefetching method to determine when to prefetch which un-
cached segment. Then the segments of the object are adaptively
admitted by the admission policy or adaptively replaced by the
replacement policy.

We now present the detailed description of four major mod-
ules in the Hyper Proxy caching system.

A. Priority-Based Admission Policy

For any media object, cache admission is considered when-
ever the object is accessed.

• A requested object with no access log indicates that the
object is accessed for the first time. The object is then
cached in full regardless of the request’s accessing du-
ration. The replacement policy (see Section VI-D) is ac-
tivated if there is not sufficient space. The victim is se-
lected from objects in the basic list, or premium list when
the basic list is empty. In the premium list, objects with
PRIORITY flag are searched if no object with NON-PRI-
ORITY flag is in premium list. The fully cached object
is linked to the basic list and an access log is created
for the object and the recording of the access history be-
gins. If an access log exists for the object (not the first
access to the object), but the log indicates that the object
is fully cached, the access log is updated. No other action
is necessary.

• If an access log exists for the object, and its
is PRIORITY (see Section VI-B), the proxy considers
the admission of the next uncached segment or seg-
ments determined by its prefetching length. Whether
the segment(s) can be admitted or not depends on if the
replacement policy can find a victim or not. Victim se-
lection is limited to objects in the basic list or premium
list with NON-PRIORITY flag if basic list is empty.
Note that for this admission, the system does not need
to compare the caching utility value of this object with
the victim’s, but only to find a victim with the smallest
utility value.

• If an access log exists for the object, and its is
NON-PRIORITY (see Section VI-B), the next uncached
segment is considered for admission only if

. (Note is changing dynamically.) The in-
equality indicates that the average access duration is in-
creasing to the extent that the cached segments can not
cover most of the requests while a total of segments
can. Whether the next uncached segment is eventually ad-
mitted or not depends on whether or not the replacement
policy can find a victim whose caching utility is less than
this object. The victim selection is limited to the basic list
only.

After the admission, the object will be transferred to the basic
list if it is in the premium list and its cached data length is larger
than its .

In summary, using the priority-based admission, the object is
fully admitted when it is accessed for the first time. Then the

admission of this object is considered segment by segment with
the higher priority given to the admissions that are necessary for
in-time prefetching.

B. Active Prefetching

After the object is segmented and some of its segments are re-
placed (see Section VI-D), the object becomes partially cached.
Then, upon each subsequent access, active prefetching is acti-
vated to determine when to prefetch which segment once the ob-
ject is accessed according to the following various conditions.

• : No segment is cached. The prefetching of the
th segment is considered. The of this

object is set to be PRIORITY.
• and : The proxy starts to

prefetch the th segment once the client starts
to access the object. If the segments between th and

th are demanded, proxy jitter is inevitable
and the of this object is set to be PRIORITY.

• and : The prefetching of th
segment starts when the client accesses to the position of

of the first cached segments. The
of this object is set to be NON-PRIORITY.

Note that and are sampled when each segment is ac-
cessed. As a result, is also updated accordingly.

C. Lazy Segmentation Policy

The key of the lazy segmentation strategy is as follows. Once
there is no cache space available and replacement is needed, the
replacement policy calculates the caching utility of each cached
object (see Section VI-D). Subsequently, the object with the
smallest utility value is chosen as the victim if it is not active
(no request is accessing it). If the victim object turns out to be
fully cached, the proxy segments the object as follows. The av-
erage access duration at current time instance is calculated.
It is used as the length of the base segment, that is, .
Note that the value of is fixed once it is determined. The ob-
ject is then segmented uniformly according to . After that, the
first segments are kept in cache, while the rest are
evicted (see Section VI-D). The number of cached segments, ,
is updated in the access log of the object accordingly. This lazy
segmentation scheme allows better determination of .

D. Differentiated Replacement Policy

The replacement policy is used to re-collect cache space by
evicting selected victims. First of all, a utility function (same as
in [9]) is defined below to help the victim selection process by
identifying the least valuable object as the victim:

(52)

In the above equation, the caching utility value is proportional
to

1) , which estimates the average number of future ac-
cesses;

2) , which estimates the average duration of fu-
ture access;
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Fig. 3. Performance of the WEB workload: (a) Proxy jitter bytes, (b) delayed startup ratio, and (c) byte hit ratio.

3) , which estimates the
possibility of future accesses3; and inversely proportional
to

4) , which represents the disk space required.
Corresponding to the different situations of admission, when

there is not enough space, the replacement policy selects the
victim with the smallest utility value from different lists in the
order as designated in Section VI-A. Then partially cached data
of the victim is evicted as follows.

• If the victim is fully cached in the basic list, the ob-
ject is segmented as described in Section VI-C. The first

segments are kept and the remaining seg-
ments are evicted right after the segmentation is com-
pleted. The object is removed from the basic list and
linked to the premium list.

• If the victim is partially cached in the basic list, the last
cached segment of this object is evicted. After the evic-
tion, the object will be linked to the premium list if its
cached data length is less than or equal to its . Note
this object can be selected as victim again if no sufficient
space is found in this round.

• If the victim is in the premium list, the last cached seg-
ment of this object is evicted. If no data of this object is
cached, it is removed from the premium list.

The utility value of the object is updated after each replacement
and this process repeats iteratively until the required space is
found.

The design of the differentiated replacement policy gives a
higher priority for reducing proxy jitter, reduces the erroneous
decision of the replacement and gives fair chances to the re-
placed segments so that they can be cached back into the proxy
again by the aggressive admission policy if they become pop-
ular again. Note that after an object is fully evicted, the system
still keeps its access log. If not, once the object is occasionally
accessed again, it should be fully cached again. Since media ob-
jects tend to have diminishing popularities as the time goes on,
if the system caches the object in full again, this results in an
inefficient use of the cache space. Our design enhances the re-
source utilization by avoiding this kind of situation. By setting

3The system compares the T � T , the time interval between now and the
most recent access, and the (T � T =n ), the average time interval between
accesses occurring in the past. If T � T > (T � T =n ), the possibility
that a new request arrives soon for this object is small. Otherwise, it is highly
possible that a request is coming soon.

a large enough time-out threshold, the proxy deletes the access
logs of unpopular objects eventually.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To evaluate the performance of the Hyper Proxy system, we
use the same workloads as listed in Table II. In this section, we
present detailed performance results.

In the simulation experiments, the streaming rate of accessed
objects is set randomly in the range from half to four times that
of the link capacity between the proxy and the server. We use
the jitter byte ratio to evaluate the quality of the continuous
streaming service provided by the proxy system. It is defined
as the amount of data that is not prefetched in time by the proxy
normalized by the total bytes demanded by the streaming ses-
sions. Delayed prefetching causes potential playback jitter at the
client side. A good proxy system should have small jitter byte
ratio. The second metric we use is the delayed startup ratio,
which is the number of requests that are served with a startup
latency normalized by the total number of requests. The last
metric we use is the byte hit ratio, which is the amount of data
delivered to the client from the proxy cache normalized by the
total bytes the clients demand.

We evaluate these three metrics in three designs of a
segment-based proxy caching system. The Adaptive-Lazy
represents the adaptive-lazy segmentation based proxy caching
system [9] with active prefetching. This scheme aims at im-
proving the byte hit ratio. The Revised-Adaptive-Lazy represents
the improved adaptive-lazy segmentation based proxy caching
system with active prefetching. This scheme is designed to
reduce the delayed startup ratio subjective to improving the
byte hit ratio. The Hyper-Proxy represents our proposed Hyper
Proxy system in this paper, aiming at minimizing proxy jitter
subjective to minimizing the delayed startup ratio while main-
taining a high byte hit ratio.

For the WEB workload, the object encoding rate ranges in
the 28 Kbps–256 Kbps, while the available network bandwidth
for its uncached segments prefetching is randomly selected in
the range of half to twice of its encoding rate. Fig. 3(a) shows
that Hyper-Proxy always provides the best continuous streaming
service to the client while Adaptive-Lazy that aims at increasing
byte hit ratio, performs worst. Specifically, when cache size is
20% of total object size, Hyper-Proxy reduces proxy jitter by
more than 50%.
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Fig. 4. Performance of the part workload: (a) jitter byte ratio, (b) delayed startup ratio, and (c) byte hit ratio.

Fig. 5. Performance of the real workload: (a) jitter byte ratio, (b) delayed startup ratio, and (c) byte hit ratio.

Fig. 3(b) shows that Hyper-Proxy achieves the lowest delayed
startup ratio. Revised-Adaptive-Lazy achieves results close to
Hyper-Proxy. This is expected as we have analyzed in the [20].

Fig. 3(c) shows Hyper-Proxy achieves a relatively low byte
hit ratio, which indicates a smaller reduction of network traffic.
This is the price to pay for less proxy jitter and the smaller de-
layed startup ratio as shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b).

In PART, the object encoding rate and the available network
bandwidth to prefetch its uncached segments are set as in WEB.
Similar results are observed for the PART workload as shown
in Fig. 4. When cache size is 20% of total object size, Hyper-
Proxy reduces proxy jitter by 50% by giving up less than 5 per-
centage points in the byte hit ratio. Fig. 4(b) shows that Revised-
Adaptive-Lazy achieves the best performance in reducing the de-
layed startup ratio. The result is expected since this scheme is
specifically designed to prioritize reducing the delayed startup
ratio. On the other hand, since Hyper-Proxy proactively prevents
proxy jitter by keeping more segments, more cache space is used
for segments that may not be requested due to early termination.
This in turn makes Hyper-Proxy perform not well in reducing
the delayed startup ratio.

In a more realistic setup, we use the REAL workload to eval-
uate performance. The encoding rate for an object in REAL is
the same as recorded in the log, while we take the client con-
nection link bandwidth as the available bandwidth for its un-
cached segment prefetching. As shown in Fig. 5, Hyper-Proxy
performs best in reducing proxy jitter and delayed startup. The
performance degradation in byte hit ratio is also acceptable. For
this evaluation, it is interesting that the byte hit ratio achieved

by the Adaptive-Lazy system is not as high as without consid-
ering bandwidths. Studying different situations, we find that in
our simulation the available bandwidth of the proxy-server link
is typically much smaller than the object encoding rate, causing
a large number of byte misses in Adaptive-Lazy due to request
bursty, which however would not have happened without con-
sidering the bandwidth constraint.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Proxy caching has been widely used for text-based content
delivery over the Internet. With more and more Internet media
contents, using proxies to support media delivery is cost-effec-
tive, but challenging due to the nature of media, including large
media sizes and low-latency and continuous streaming demand.
Most existing research on proxy-based media delivery has been
conducted to address some of these challenges. However, there
is no research that has comprehensively studied the proxy-based
media delivery system. In this paper:

• we have presented an optimization model to guide the
design of effective media proxy system and to ensure
high delivery quality to clients, which aims to minimize
proxy jitter subject to reducing the startup latency and in-
creasing the byte hit ratio;

• we have provided insights into the model by analyzing
two pairs of conflicting interests and tradeoffs inherent in
this model;

• we have proposed to build a new media proxy caching
system called Hyper Proxy. This system addresses the
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interests from the perspectives of both clients and In-
ternet resource management with a high priority given to
clients. We have shown that the Hyper Proxy system min-
imizes proxy jitter with a low delayed startup ratio and
low network traffic compared with other existing caching
schemes.
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